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Regular Board Meeting                                    Presentation 

Math Action Plan Item 4.2 

November 5, 2019 

 

Alignment to Strategic Plan 
This report is linked to our strategic priority of Achieving: Meeting the needs of all learners. 

 

Purpose             
To review the revised HCDSB Math Action Plan which has been updated to meet the requirements 
of the Ministry’s August 2018 update: Focusing on the Fundamentals of Math, Grade 1 – 8, as well as 
highlighting our current system Math initiatives and projects in our elementary and secondary schools.  
Our system investment in professional development, School Improvement Planning as well as 
classroom resources ensures a process for supporting all students in their learning through the Ontario 
Curriculum and our Catholic faith tradition in keeping with our Ontario Catholic Graduate Expectations. 

 

Background Information          
The HCDSB Math Action Plan and current math initiatives and projects were developed in response to 
key expectations defined in the Ontario curriculum Grades 1 – 8 Mathematics, 2005, the objectives of 
the Renewed Mathematics Strategy (RMS) of 2016 and then the revisions outlined in Focusing on the 
Fundamentals of Math, Grade 1 – 8, 2018 which are as follows: 

1. Increased student achievement, well-being and engagement in mathematics; 

2. Increased educator math knowledge and pedagogical expertise; 

3. Increased leader use of knowledge of effective mathematics pedagogy to provide the necessary 
supports and conditions for school and system improvement 

 

Comments 
In addition to the Math Action Plan, current system math projects include MathUp (Elementary), 
Math Monitoring (Elementary), Building Thinking Classrooms (Elementary/Secondary) and 
Evidence Based Strategies Literacy/Numeracy Teams (Secondary). (Appendix A, B, C) 

In creating and executing our Math Action Plan along with other related system initiatives, we utilize 
our guiding Catholic values to ensure that we promote the creation of environments that are 
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responsive to our believing and belonging priorities wherein we strive to meet the needs of the whole 
child, the belief of excellence in learning, recognizing the importance of building relationships and 
honouring the collective responsibility we have to the common good. Our goal is to ensure that in 
supporting students entrusted to our care, we will guide them toward achieving their God-given 
potential in every regard. 

We will continue to monitor trends and respond to changes in accordance with our “Achievement” 
priority as outlined in our strategic plan ensuring that we are focused upon creating Catholic learning 
environments that are conducive to developing students who are provided with every opportunity for 
faith formation, well-being and academic excellence. 

 

Report Prepared by:  M. Carnelos  
    Curriculum Coordinator (Acting) 

J. Mickle  
Math Lead Consultant  

 
Report Submitted by:  A. Prkacin 
    Superintendent of Education 

 
Report Approved by:  P. Daly 

Director of Education and Secretary of the Board 
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   HCDSB Mathematics Action Plan 2019‐ 2021 

 

 

 

 

At the Halton Catholic District School Board, our desire is for all students to find enjoyment in mathematics and to believe they are capable of reasoning and of applying mathematical thinking 
in their daily lives. We believe that when instruction, resources, and the learning environment are well suited to students’ particular strengths, interests, needs, and stage of readiness they will 
feel a sense of belonging, leading to increased understanding and achievement.   

 

By our Catholic nature, we aspire to help students become who God intended them to be and we believe that this achievement is directly related to the relationships we, as educators, build 

with our student population. With a focus on viewing mathematical learning through a developmental lens, assessment for learning practices will support educators in providing instruction 

that is precise to the level of readiness of each student and tailored to individual learning needs.   

As Catholic educators, teacher practice is never a judiciary function of employment, but a promise of baptismal fulfillment to spread the good news in word and deed. Student achievement 

should be increased when we recognize that the relationships we create with students and the content of any subject is part of our vocational call.  

 

The 2019‐2021 Math Action Plan will address the following goals:  

‐ Ensuring instruction provides opportunities to learn important mathematics concepts and procedures with understanding (Math UP, Math Monitoring Projects)  

‐ Ensuring all students have a strong understanding of the fundamentals of math (MathUP, Math Monitoring, Numeracy Screener Projects)  

‐ Employing the use of models/ tools to show mathematical ideas visually as well as foster connections among different strategies and concepts (MathUp, Math Monitoring Projects)  

‐ Implementing tasks that can be approached in many ways to promote reasoning, problem‐solving and equity (Intermediate Math Project: Building Thinking Classrooms, MathUP, 

Math Monitoring Projects)  

“Be shepherds of God’s flock that is under your care, watching over them‐ not because you must,  

but because you are willing, as God wants you to be…eager to serve.”  

1 Peter 5:2 
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   HCDSB Mathematics Action Plan 2019‐ 2021 

 

 

MathUP School / Math Monitoring and Learning Project   
Goal   Outcomes    Standard for Success    Actions  

Students  demonstrate 
mathematical proficiency  

  

*Definition of proficient: 
Students demonstrate:   

• understanding,  
• computational fluency,   
• problem‐solving abilities  
• flexible reasoning  
• ability to justify solutions  
• explain thinking.   

  

Definitions:  

Conceptual Understanding:  

Understanding the ‘whats’ 
and the ‘whys’ as opposed to 
having a ’silo’ understanding;  

Having a flexible web of 
connections and 
relationships within and 
between ideas.  

Procedural Fluency:  

Ability to choose and carry 
out procedures accurately 
and efficiently  

Students:  

‐ Students develop flexible methods for computation     
‐ Students have a deep understanding of how operations and properties of the operations,  

especially the commutative and associative properties.                                                                                
‐ Students confidently use models to solve contextual problems for all operations and to determine 

what operation is involved in a problem regardless of the size of the numbers.   

‐ Students will have multiple 
strategies they can use 
when approaching problem 
solving contexts  

‐ 

‐  

Students engage in purposefully selected number 

strings/ questions that will help elicit particular 

strategies  
Students engage in problem‐solving contexts that 
reinforce development of procedural and 
conceptual understanding  

Teachers:  
‐ Teachers will ensure students develop conceptual and procedural fluency to support efficient 

problem solving strategies    

‐ Teachers will embed different contexts of addition and subtraction (story problem types) to 

support the development of flexible understanding of the operations  

‐ Teachers will ensure students have fluency with addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 

math facts   

‐ Teachers consider the developmental phases students move through when developing proficiency: 

counting, reasoning strategies, and mastery (automatic recall) (Baroody, 2006)                

  

‐ 

 

All teachers will use 
developmental phases to 
support them in identifying 
student’s abilities and 
appropriate developmental 
next steps  (ie zone of 
proximal development)  

‐ 

‐  
‐  
‐  
‐  

Number routines are intentionally chosen in support 

of the development of flexible thinking that will 

eventually be applied in problem‐solving contexts 

(number strings, number talks) and become part of 

daily practice within the classroom  

  
Mathematics Monitoring Project   
MathUP (to identify student needs)  
SPTL Professional Learning Sessions  
Professional Learning with Dr. Alex Lawson  
(for schools in Phase 2 of Support)  

Administrators:  

‐ Administrators develop confidence in leading professional learning in mathematics   
‐ Administrators create a school improvement cycle through the use of the MathUP resource            

‐ Administrators be able to identify different strategies, tools/models and types of questions that  
support the development of flexible thinking and understanding                                                               
Administrators create opportunities to observe student learning in the mathematics classroom 
on a consistent basis to support professional learning conversations  

‐ Administrators work with their staff to use data to determine models that are to be used 

consistently throughout grade 1‐8 classroom   

‐ 

   

Administrators are able to
discuss monitoring 
evidence during 
professional learning 
sessions (Sunrise session) 
(e.g. classroom observation 
evidence, marker student 
evidence)  

‐ 
‐  
‐  

Mathematics Monitoring Project  
MathUP  
Monthly Sunrise Sessions   

Five schools will participate in Mathematics Monitoring and Learning Project as an extension of MathUP      
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Intermediate Math Project: Building Thinking Classrooms  

Goal   Outcomes    Standard for Success    Actions   

  

  

  

  

  

Students are able to 

uncover concepts through 

rich tasks (low floor, high 

ceiling)   

  

  

Students:  

‐ Students actively engage in rich tasks, entering at their level of understanding   

‐ Students solve problems by analyzing and interpreting the information they’ve been given, 

including asking appropriate thinking questions to deepen their understanding   

‐ Students justify their solutions  

‐ Students work collaboratively with their peers to use each other’s knowledge and skills to solve 

problems  

‐ 

‐  

Students will demonstrate 

engagement (uptake/time 

on task) with tasks that are 

both challenging and within 

their ability.   
Students will know to ask 

questions that will help 

them persevere in 

completing challenging 

tasks   

‐ 

‐  
‐  

  

Use of vertical non‐ permanent surfaces (white 

board, chalk boards) when collaborating with peers 

to solve rich tasks  
Use of random groupings  
Collaboratively  develop  reflective  questioning 

strategies to build upon one’s thinking  

Teachers:   

‐ Teachers provide students with rich tasks (low‐ floor/ high ceiling) that focus on and promote 

student understanding of important mathematical concepts  

‐ Teachers anticipate student responses to rich problems in order to notice and name potential 

strategies students use and what this indicates about their level of understanding  

‐ Teachers have confidence to respond ‘in the moment’ with appropriate next steps that will 

support students within their zone of proximal development (right level of challenge)  

‐ Teachers provide students with opportunities to collaborate on problem solving tasks  

‐ Teachers only answer questions that promote deeper thinking   

‐ Teachers encourage students to communicate mathematically with one another, questioning 

choices and assessing the work of others to gain a deeper understanding  

‐ Teachers create opportunities for students to build autonomy for their learning (e.g. model how 

groups can visit other groups when they are stuck or done)  

‐ 

‐  

Using their curriculum 

document, teachers 

understand the underlying 

concepts/ expectations 

behind the rich task   

Teachers can effectively 

articulate possible student 

responses and plan next 

steps accordingly  

‐ 
‐  
‐  
‐  
‐  

‐  

Use of learning goals and success criteria  
Use of vertical non‐permanent surfaces  
Use of random groupings  
Build autonomy  
Consolidate learning using student work to frame the 

conversation  
Teacher data collections includes conversations, 

observations and products  
(formative assessment)  
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Numeracy Screener Project: Kindergarten Year 1 and 2  
Goal    Outcomes    Standard for Success    Actions  

  

  

Students demonstrate 

an understanding of 

numbers, quantities, 

and relationships and 

will apply this 

understanding within 

contextual play  

  

  

Students deepen their 

spatial reasoning 

skills, through a 

variety of rich learning 

opportunities within 

the context of play  

Students:  

‐ Students have opportunities to engage in guided play (intentionally selected activities with an educator) 
including many authentic opportunities to practice counting   

‐ Students instantly recognize briefly shown collections up to 5 and verbally name the number of items. 
(Perceptual Subitizer)  

‐ Students verbally label arrangements to 5 (“I saw 2 and 3 so I saw 5”), 6, then up to 10.  (Conceptual 
Subitizer)  

‐ Students demonstrate understanding of Counting Principles such as one‐to‐one correspondence. They can 
co‐ordinate the verbal names (stable order) with the action of pointing to objects one‐ by –one.  

‐ Students demonstrate an understanding that counting tells us the quantity in a set. They understand 
that the last word in the counting sequence names the quantity (cardinality)  

‐ Students strengthen their visual‐ spatial working memory through composing, decomposing and 

recomposing shapes  

‐ 

‐  

Students will demonstrate the 

development of number 

concepts and number 

relationships through 

engagement in rich mathematical 

experiences (in the context of 

play)  
Students will engage in 

intentional spatial reasoning 

tasks (in the context of play) 

develop greater spatial thinking 

abilities  

‐  

‐  

 

Students engage in mathematical 

provocations within the context of play  
Students have opportunities to question and 

reason mathematically Students engage in 

guided instruction within the context of play  

Educators:  

‐ Educators understand the connection between conceptual understanding of spatial reasoning and 
number sense within the context of play  

‐ Educators understand the relationship between visual‐spatial working memory and mathematics 
learning and achievement  

‐ Educators understand the developmental phases of counting. They will notice and name important 
counting principles such as cardinality, magnitude, stable order, one‐to‐one correspondence, 
conservation and support students as they move through these phases.   

‐ Educators understand the concept of subitizing and will support students in transition from perceptual 

subitizing to conceptual subitizing  

‐ 

‐  

‐  

Educators will deepen their 

understanding of early number 

concepts and number 

relationships.   
Educators will notice and name 

student understanding about 

number (through the context 

of play) and determine 

developmentally appropriate 

next steps/ activities. Educators 

will deepen their 

understanding of how spatial 

reasoning develops and how 

different provocations can 

support students in accessing 

their spatial reasoning.   

‐  
‐  

‐  

 

Administer Numeracy Screener  
Engage in play‐based activities that target 

development of number concepts and 

relationships as well as spatial reasoning (i.e. 

Tiny Polka Dot) Consider Developmental 

Continuum from What to Look For Resource 
when noticing and naming students actions  
Access Taking Shape Resource when 
developing  a variety of rich learning 

opportunities   
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MathUP School   

   

 

 

And Jesus said to them, “What are you discussing with each other while you walk along? 

Luke 24.17 

 

 

Purpose  

  

  

MathUP is an online platform that focuses on using the seven stages of the School Improvement Cycle to support principals in gathering, analyzing, and quantifying data to promote whole 

school professional learning around Additive Reasoning and Connected Number Thinking in students from grades 1‐8.   

  

Objectives  

To support principals in: 

‐ Knowing what to focus on mathematically;  

‐ Leading a cultural shift in mathematics instruction;  

‐ Engaging all teachers from Grades 1‐8 in mathematics learning;  
‐  Measuring and sustaining improvements in mathematics;    
‐ Deepening teacher math expertise and pedagogy.  

  

Phases of Support  

Sunrise Sessions for Administrators– Monthly  

The dates are: September 17th, October 28th, January 27th, February 28th  

SPTL Professional Learning sessions—Quarterly  

‐  4 x (.5 day) sessions will be offered to provide professional learning to Special Project Team Leads in order to build capacity around models/tools, strategies and worthwhile tasks.  ‐ 
  The dates are: Sept 30th, Nov 21st, Jan 28th, & Apr 21st   
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Click to edit Master title style

HCDSB EBS
(Evidence-Based Strategy)

PLC CONSOLIDATION
2018-2019

Let the 

Evidence 

Speak for Itself!

Melissa Carnelos- Curriculum Consultant

                           Appendix B
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Know thy Impact!

How will changing our practice impact our students?

https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcQYJ3fiC1CZo7_UFMCRtD6y8gk952WYHouXpnw_-L03RG-LCmCI
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TEACHER CREDIBILITY AND TEACHER CLARITY

Do I Make Myself Clear?

12



All comments 
included in the following 

Evidence Folders
were collected during the 

EBS PLC sessions 
at the secondary schools in 

Halton Catholic District School Board.

September 2018 - May 2019 13



HCDSB CURRICULUM SERVICES

EVIDENCE of 
TEACHER REFLECTION

DO NOT REMOVE
*All evidence collected during HCDSB EBS sessions during 2018-2019* 14



How do I know the
results are due to 

what I did?

What do I do about 
students for/from 

whom I have 
no data?

If teacher/student 
relationship isn’t ideal, 

how can strategies 
be impactful?

Is it my anxiety or 
wanting to be in 
control that limits 
me?

How do I effectively
measure my impact 
in the classroom?

https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcTlwjF7COh-ly7XFH3_PUZmxCz_WsOgmW8p6QqwqMA_c8quFhrC
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How can I be more 
intentional so I will be 
okay with letting go 
of control?

I am trying to be more 
open, flexible and okay 
when things don’t 
work as planned.

I am willing to be 
vulnerable and to be 
wrong and to take 
risks.

Assessing student 
achievement is 
also about 
assessing my 
impact.

I am starting to buy 
into the strategies 
and let go of my 

insecurities.

https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcTlwjF7COh-ly7XFH3_PUZmxCz_WsOgmW8p6QqwqMA_c8quFhrC
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Reflection can be hard 
but powerful if we 
use it to inform our 
growth, not to blame 
ourselves.

I see now that teacher 
clarity is CRITICAL 
to student success 
and growth.

Let’s learn to celebrate 
successes- even the 
small ones!

I need success 
criteria for me 
AND success 
criteria for my 
students.

When things go 
well, I want to know 
why so I can make it 

happen again!

https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcTlwjF7COh-ly7XFH3_PUZmxCz_WsOgmW8p6QqwqMA_c8quFhrC
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HCDSB CURRICULUM SERVICES

EVIDENCE of 
CHANGE IN CLASSROOM PRACTICE

DO NOT REMOVE
*All evidence collected during HCDSB EBS sessions during 2018-2019*
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I am trying to 
collaborate with 
another teacher 
partner- I have 

questions ready to 
continue to challenge 

students to keep 
moving them along 

while still attending to 
those who need more 

support.

I am adding jigsaw 
activities, debates 

and allocating 
time for discussion 
in my daily plans. 

I am allowing 
students to talk at 

the onset of 
lessons to get 

conversation and 
ideas started. I am 
trying to reflect a 

willingness to 
change so they 
will change too.

We are working on 
relating Learning 
Goals to the real 
world- making 

them purposeful.
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I am always looking 
for activities that 
promote student 

dialogue now.

I am getting more 
comfortable with 
silence and wait 
time. And so are 

my students!

I am working on 
being okay with 

letting my 
students struggle 

as they learn. I 
needed to value 
the process and 

now they are 
starting to.

It all started by 
building a rapport 
with my students.
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I shift my plans based 
on student needs. I 
am becoming more 

flexible.

I am trying to sit 
and listen. I am 
not answering 

their questions as 
quickly and so 

they are starting 
to work things out 
on their own and 
aren't relying on 

me for "silly" 
questions.

I have turned my 
lessons over to my 

students. There is an 
increase in student 
voice, discussion, 

resilience and they 
are more comfortable 

with each other. It's 
harder to plan but I 

am seeing a real 
difference.

We have started 
conferencing in the 

math classroom.
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HCDSB CURRICULUM SERVICES

EVIDENCE of 
CHANGE IN STUDENT 

LEARNING/EXPERIENCE

DO NOT REMOVE
*All evidence collected during HCDSB EBS sessions during 2018-2019* 22



Students are revisiting LG 
and SC to confirm strengths 
and focus on challenges.

I am challenging student 
mindsets to allow for more 
dialogue.

There's push back to 
change from students who 
just want teachers to “tell 
me what to do”but
I am not giving in.How do I provide students 

with small successes and 
then move to greater 
challenges? We are working 
on building resiliency.

https://depositphotos.com/73056587/stock-photo-laptop-with-white-empty-screen.html23



Students are starting 
to prompt themselves in 
their thinking, rather than 
waiting for me to “swoop in”. 
We are working on struggling 
when things are challenging.

We are working on more higher-
order thinking problems.

More students are willing 
to share their ideas.

My students are starting 
to be okay with not being 
right all the time. They 
are more eager to 
understand why and how 
to fix their mistakes.

https://depositphotos.com/73056587/stock-photo-laptop-with-white-empty-screen.html24



My students' mindsets are 
changing, and the dialogue is 
starting to happen. It's slow, 
but it's working.

I am pushing them out of their 
comfort zone and keep 
challenging them to do better 
than their best.

My students are using the 
Success Criteria to monitor 
their learning.

They come in and ask for 
their cards. They are okay 
with the random groups 
and are more comfortable 
with each other.

https://depositphotos.com/73056587/stock-photo-laptop-with-white-empty-screen.html25



All words/quotations taken from 
teachers and administration at:

Assumption

Bishop Reding

Christ the King

Corpus Christi

Holy Trinity

Jean Vanier

Notre Dame,

St Ignatius of Loyola

St Thomas Aquinas

Thomas Merton

and Melanie Butera

and Andrea Turchet.
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 Part 1: HSTS Transportation Consortium Overview

 Part 2: Summary of Annual Routing Operational 
processes

 Part 3: Neighbourhood Routing Case Study -
(Clearview)
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 HCDSB & HDSB have been working as a shared service model since 1996 

 In 2006, the Ministry of Education announced a policy mandate for coterminous 
school boards to form consortia and cooperate in the shared delivery of 
transportation for students in their community

 On September 1, 2007, HSTS’s membership agreement was finalized and the 
Board’s transportation departments began operating as a consortium 

 Summary of Organization and Governance at HSTS:
 The consortium is a Not-for Profit Publicly Funded entity 

 The consortium is staffed by seconded board employees from the HCDSB and the HDSB

 The consortium is governed by a Board of Directors, represented equally between both boards 

 There are written agreements outlining consortium membership, governance structure and by-laws

4
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 Along with the mandate to form consortia, the Ministry required consortia’s 
participation in E&E Reviews to assess their performance in delivering student 
transportation. 

 The reviews evaluated consortia in four categories and identified best practices, 
accomplishments and recommendations for improvement in each category. 

 Annual funding adjustments are currently applied to deficit amounts based on the 
2014 ‘follow-up’ E&E review rating of the consortium.

5

2009 2014
Consortium Management Moderate Moderate-High

Policies & Practices Moderate High

Routing & Technlogy Moderate-High High

Contracts Moderate-High High

Overall Rating Moderate High

Funding Adjustment to Deficit 60% 100%

HSTS E&E Review Results
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 Board of Directors
◦ Two (2) Chairs

◦ Two (2) Directors of Education

◦ Two (2) Superintendents of Business Services

 Operations Committee
◦ Two (2) Superintendents of Business Services

◦ Two (2) Managers of Planning Services

◦ General Manager

◦ Manager of Transportation

6

 HSTS Staff
◦ General Manager 

◦ Manager of Transportation 

◦ Manager of Administration & Finance

 One (1) Transportation Analyst 

 Six (6) Regional Transportation Officers

 Two (2) Transportation Officers SPED

 One (1) Financial Analyst 

 One (half-time) Communications Assistant

All HSTS staff members are seconded from the HDSB and HCDSB. 
Below is the membership of the team:

230 Years of collective 
experience
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“To provide safe and reliable transportation services in 
an effective and efficient manner to all eligible students 

in the Halton Student Transportation Services 
jurisdiction.”

“ To provide exceptional service in a supportive 
environment so that the start and end of every student’s 

school day drives their success and instills the 
confidence of the communities we serve”
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 2019 Annual Expenditure of $25,825,561 (2019 Audited Financial Statements)

 102,098 students in BusPlanner database between HCDSB and HDSB

 32,066 students eligible for transportation (as of October 2019)

 Manages and annually plans for over:
◦ 450 bus routes

◦ 1,921 bus runs; and,

◦ 12,569 bus stops. (as of October 2019)

 Manages 5 School Bus Company providers (10 contracts)

 Manages 6 Taxi Company providers

8
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Board Total Students Total Eligible Total Courtesy 
Riders

Total Riders
Opting Out

HDSB 65,477 19,714 786 1,107

HCDSB 36,621 12,352 478 850

Total 102,098 32,066 1,264 1,957

 The HCDSB has a total student population of 36,621 students.

 A total of 12,352 students are eligible for transportation, with an additional 
478 students riding courtesy seats. 

 HSTS regularly transports 11,980 students for the HCDSB.

Data as of October 2019, excludes taxied students
Note – Courtesy seat process not completed at export date
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 232 - Full Size Buses
◦ 71 - 72 passenger

 162 – Mini Buses
◦ 18 - 20 passenger 

 25 – Mini Vans
◦ 5-6 passenger

 31 – Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles
◦ 6 passenger (3 W/C, 3 walk ons)

41

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We currently contract...



 The HSTS Annual Report, presented to the HSTS Board of Directors at the 
Annual General Meeting in February, and posted online at 
www.haltonbus.ca

 All Trustees are invited to attend the Annual General Meeting

11
42
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Presentation Notes
There is a trustee ‘planning and consultation’ agenda item on the agenda at the regular HSTS board of directors meeting that occurs on the same day as the HSTS AGM.
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Annual Student Safety Training

 Annual First Time Rider Safety Program (available to all 
JK/SK and first time riders)

 Student Safety Training (Mandatory in-school training):
◦ Buster the Bus (Grades JK-3)
◦ Rider Role Model Safety Program (Grades 4-8)

 Annual trips to Halton Safety Village (Gr. 2)
 Online Safety Videos

Student Initiatives
 Live daily data transfers for student information (e.g. 

allergies, stop changes, needs)
 JK/SK identification tag system
 First year French immersion identification tag system
 Bus pass stickers for eligible secondary students
 Twitter - safety related messages
 Annual operator facility audits
 Route/run/bus stop/school loading zone audits

Annual Driver Training workshops:

 Conflict management
 Student behaviour management
 Reporting discipline (Safe Schools Act)
 AODA
 Reporting of bullying
 Anaphylaxis (Sabrina’s Law)
 Asthma (Ryan’s Law)
 Managing students with special needs
 Bus evacuation & emergency site management 

procedures
 Defensive driving
 Winter driving
 Loading/Unloading 
 Railway crossing procedures
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Effective communication is one of the keys to a successful organization.  HSTS 
utilizes several communication strategies to reach our broad client base:

 Toll Free & Local Phone number (12 lines)

 General email inquiries responded to through ‘Help Desk’ environment to ensure timely 
responses to stakeholders

 Call centre at high volume call times (annually August to October)

 Targeted email messages to parents/guardians

 HSTS website – haltonbus.ca
◦ Parent, School and Bus Operator Portals

◦ Intranet for school administrators and operators

◦ Newsletters, forms, procedures, inclement weather, safety resources, general Information…

 Online route delay & cancellation notifications - Email subscriptions

 Twitter – @haltonschoolbus

 Community / Member board events 

44
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HSTSSchool 
Administrators

Parents/ 
Guardians/ 
Students

Municipalities
- Engineering / 
Construction

- Crossing Guards

- Transit Authority

General Public

Ministry of 
Education

Member Board 
Staff 

(HDSB & HCDSB)

 HSTS receives an average of 1,200 phone calls & 1,000 emails the first two weeks of school annually.
 HSTS responded to greater than 4,800 email inquiries from stakeholders in 2018-2019 1.

 Over 20% of annual inquiries are received the first two weeks of school.

1. Based on emails received through general 
HSTS email address. Does not include inquiries 
received through HSTS staff email accounts
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Parents/Guardians
 In May annually, HSTS communicates with 

parents of eligible students via email regarding:
◦ Who is HSTS?

◦ Process for transportation assignment

◦ Distance criteria information

◦ What to do if child is NOT going to use the bus and/or 
how to opt back in for transportation

◦ Transportation arrangement parameters for caregivers

◦ JK/SK/FI identification tags

◦ Secondary bus pass stickers

◦ How and when to find out student transportation 
schedule for upcoming school year

◦ Shared school runs (ie. OTH/AQUI)

◦ Where to find additional information

◦ Links to safety program information on haltonbus.ca

◦ HSTS office hours (specifically through summer months)

◦ HSTS contact information

15

School Administrators
 In June annually, HSTS communicates with 

school administration staff regarding:
◦ Planning reminders (address changes, childcare 

arrangements)

◦ How to access school bus lists

◦ Reports available through BusPlanner Web

◦ Student/Parent/Guardian access to student 
transportation schedules (with or without OEN)

◦ How transportation is set up for students

◦ How to stay informed of delay and cancellations

◦ JK/SK/FI identification tags

◦ Informing HSTS of students who are not riding

◦ Student medical information

◦ School bus safety programs

◦ Courtesy seat requests – procedure & important dates

◦ HSTS contact information & how to reach HSTS directly 
while call centre in place
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18

Collect and 
Aggregate Data

Nov - Jan

1
Student Information/ Boundary & 

Program Changes 
Feb - March

2

Stop, Run and  
Route  

Optimization
April - July

3Implementation of 
School Routes & 
School Start up

Sep - Oct

4
Performance 
Monitoring

Sep – Year End.

5

Prepare for next 
Routing Cycle
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November to January - Consultation Phase

 Member Boards
◦ Planning Department / School Programs – new school openings, boundary changes, new programs, 

program location changes, future Program and Accommodation Reviews (PARs), possible boundary 
reviews, new subdivisions, crossing guard location changes

◦ Information Technology – confirm all relevant student data will be transferred to HSTS database

◦ Facilities – construction progress on new facilities or renovations (current and future)

◦ School Administration – school hour change requests, service delivery concerns

 Municipal Partners
◦ Road construction projects which may impact routing

◦ Transit authorities

 School Bus Operators
◦ Concerns impacting service delivery ( ie. school loading zone congestion)

◦ Feedback from drivers regarding current stops/runs and routes

◦ Feedback from drivers regarding ridership counts

19
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November to January - Review and Update

 Upgrade HSTS base map with data from Halton Region

 Review previous year GPS statistics to calibrate road speeds

 Review growth/decline trends across Halton Region in each municipality

 Review and document service delivery concerns 

 Review trends in student ridership data

20
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February to March - Student and Board Information Collection

 New school year transportation database created

 Update school and program boundaries 

 Students are “graduated” to the next grade/school

 New student enrolment and existing student updates are imported from board 
SIS into transportation database on a regular schedule

 Compile school hour bell time requests

 Update transportation exemption areas (safety & infrastructure) and 
grandfathered zones 

 Review student data to ensure completeness and accuracy

21
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Definition: Bus Run
 A bus that picks up students at 

designated bus stops in the 
morning until it arrives at the 
school.

 A bus that departs the school 
in the afternoon and drops off 
students at designated bus 
stops   until the bus is empty. 

22
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Definition: Bus Route

 A bus route is a sequence of bus runs from different schools that are linked 
together to be served by one bus based on the school start and end times.  

 A  bus  route has a morning component and an afternoon component.

 Morning component of a bus route (vice-versa for pm):
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Definition: Loading Guidelines

 The manufacturers capacity of a full size school bus is 71/72 passengers

 For planning purposes, HSTS uses the following guidelines:

◦ JK to Grade 6: 3 per seat

◦ Grade 7 to Grade 12: 2 per seat

24
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April to July – Planning Bus Stops
 Review new and existing student data for impact on bus stop placement 

 Review student locations and student density

 Assess location of bus stops taking into consideration student needs, student 
safety, community design (ie. parks, walkways), and the Highway Traffic Act

 Ensure bus stop placement meets distance to stop policy

 Review the number of students at a bus stop 

 Remove bus stops for graduating students 

25
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April to July – Designing Bus Runs

HSTS staff must balance competing priorities when optimizing runs with safety 
always being the number one priority. 

When planning bus runs, the following is taken into consideration:

 The number of students assigned to the bus and historical ridership data

 Vehicle type required based on student needs & geographic constraints

 The total time students will be travelling on the bus based on existing policies 

 School loading zone capacity and configuration

 Test multiple run solutions including shared runs (multiple schools), transfers, 
stop order (run path), to enhance safety, efficiency, and service delivery

26
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April to July – Bus Routing & Optimization

Goal of Optimization: To achieve the best stop, run and route design that enhances 
safety, service delivery and operational efficiencies.

The following are factored into route optimization:

 School hours and school hour change requests  

 Supervision windows at schools 

 Number of buses at a school  

 Vehicle type – big bus, mini bus, van, wheelchair bus 

 Total route time including deadhead and slack time 

 Start/End points of runs (to minimize deadhead travel and maximize efficiencies) 

 Operator contract parameters 

 Minimize travel time in high traffic/volume areas 
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April to July – Bus Routing & Optimization

 Test multiple route configuration solutions to enhance safety, service delivery & 
efficiency, and to assess financial impact

 Consider bell time options for route timeline and operational challenges which 
would be sustainable over 3-5 years

 HSTS presents the annual School Hour Report and Transportation Report to the 
HSTS Board of Directors
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April to July – Final Steps Prior to Start-up 

 Final review of bus runs in June

 Finalize route timelines during the month of July 

 Bus Operators perform Run/Route reviews and provide feedback regarding 
bus times, bus stops and run design.

 HSTS staff update runs and routes based on feedback, if required

 Continue to review new/changed student data on a daily basis and if 
required add new bus stop and modify bus runs

 Receive student information changes from parent/guardian when schools 
are closed 

 Bus schedules are available to parents and students on the HSTS website 
the third week of August
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September to October – Update Routing 

HSTS starts the school year with a route solution that is safe, effective and road 
worthy however we expect to make adjustments as new information is received 
after schools open and after student transportation schedules are released. 

During 2019-20 start up (Aug 26 – Sept 13), HSTS staff implemented 

 709 stop/run changes  
 4574 students were added to bus stops 
 3674 students were removed from bus stops
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September to October – Update Routing Cont’n

 Respond to parent and school email and phone inquiries regarding:

◦ Bus schedules, distance eligibility, distance challenges, courtesy seats, 
service delivery concerns, bus stop change requests, change to student 
information, change to daycare schedule, opt out or opt in notification, 
transportation information request, shared custody

 Investigate and respond to bus operator safety concerns regarding bus 
stops/loading zone congestion/ bus run or bus route timing issues
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September to October – Update Routing Cont’n

 Revise routing due to road construction or road closure notifications

 Process new student registrations

 Perform site visits 

 Perform run/route/stop audits 

 Request student counts from bus drivers

 Provide bus passes to secondary schools for distribution to eligible students
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September to October - Addressing Overloads

When a possible overload on a school bus is brought to our 
attention, the following steps are taken to address the overload:

 Feedback from the driver regarding how many students are riding the 
bus on a daily basis

 Ask the school staff to remove any non-eligible students to see if this 
resolves the overload issue

If the above does not resolve the issue:

 Request student counts on all buses at the school 

 If possible, shift bus stops from one bus to another to address 
overload

 An additional bus may be required
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September to October – Addressing Timing Issues

If a route timing issue is brought to our attention, the following steps are taken to 
address the issue:

 Review and discuss timing issues with bus operator 

 Assess the reason for the timing issue (temporary or ongoing)

 Review GPS data

 Perform run and route timeline analysis 

 Decide on best possible option to address timing issue (shorten bus run length 
by moving stops to another bus, move the bus run to another bus route)

 Communicate any changes to the bus operator/schools/parents/students
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September to June – Refine, Adjust, Adapt

 HSTS monitors on time performance on a daily, monthly and annual basis

 GPS is required on all school bus vehicles

 All bus companies must report route delays that are greater than 10 minutes 
using BusPlanner Web.  Bus delay information is available via:
◦ Website (everyone)

◦ Email notification (direct to subscribers)

 The length of delay and the reason must be reported as soon as the Operator is 
aware the route will run late

 Other performance auditing & monitoring strategies initiated by customer, 
community, and regular performance reviews are:
◦ Route/Run/Stop/Loading Zone Audits (on-road)

◦ Operator Facility Audits

◦ GPS Audits
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 Part A: What we learned in 2018-19

 Part B: What we did in 2019-20 for 
Oakville/Clearview 

 Part C: Results of Routing Optimization

 Part D: Parental Concerns regarding solution

 Part E: Results of Changes
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Why we sought improvements/changes for 2019-20:
 Shift in enrolment and transported students in Oakville:
◦ South of QEW: Total Students -3.5% Eligible Students – 3%

◦ Between QEW & Dundas: Total Students 0% Eligible Students – 1%

◦ North of Dundas: Total Students +21% Eligible Students +43%

 Bus delays in East Oakville due to driver shortages

 Opportunity for efficiencies/sharing: 
◦ Extended French due to boundary changes, increase in program sites, fewer eligible students and 

grandfathering of students; 

◦ Early French Immersion – program growth (add a grade each year)

 Reserve capacity in South East Oakville route timeline for St Nicholas CES move 
in mid year

 Ongoing traffic issues at St Thomas Aquinas CSS – minimize the number of 
buses

40
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What we implemented:

 Sharing and transfers with St Thomas Aquinas CSS and Oakville Trafalgar HS to improve 
service by reducing number of buses in an area that has a history of delayed buses due 
to driver shortage

 Changed school hours to expand utilization capacity in routing timeline

 Shared busing to improve service – shorten ride times and walk distances (one 
neighbourhood/one bus)

◦ St Andrew/Posts Corners               

◦ St Ignatius of Loyola/Abbey Park      

◦ St Gregory the Great/Oodenawi

◦ St Matthew St Bernadette/Pilgrim Wood 

What we didn’t implement:

 Did not change school hours for schools that had a change in the past 3 to 4 years

41

◦ St Michael/Montclair

◦ St Marguerite/Sheridan

◦ St Vincent/E.J. James

◦ St Mary/Pilgrim Wood
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 Number of buses at St Thomas Aquinas CSS remained at 
10, total buses in Clearview 6, down 1 from last year

 Average distance to stop for St Thomas Aquinas CSS 
students reduced by 144 metres, and 17 metres for 
Oakville Trafalgar HS students

 Average ride time for St Thomas Aquinas CSS students 
increased by 3 minutes, no change for Oakville Trafalgar 
HS students
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Parent concerns regarding overloaded buses:

 There was a perception that buses were loaded over legal capacity

 Eligible students did not receive a bus pass

Explanation:

 It is not uncommon to have a greater number of students riding the bus at the 
start of the school year and stabilizes by the 2nd or 3rd week of school

 Ridership can fluctuate daily, especially during start-up

Response:

HSTS received parent concerns and commenced investigative process. Refer to 
P4 – “Implementation of School Routes and Start-up – Addressing Overloads” for 
additional details on potential actions.

47
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some schools return bus passes to HSTS for students who do not pick them up and the student is removed from the bus list.  This strategy works for some schools but what we experienced this past September shows that this is not a strategy that worked for St. Thomas Aquinas.For secondary students,  HSTS uses 48 as a hard cap. It is not illegal to go beyond this number.



Overload Investigation Actions

 School Admin on site at transfer school to ensure students getting on the bus 
were eligible to take the bus

 HSTS asked the bus operator to take student counts for a 3 day period

 Arranged for shadow bus to assist with possible overload

 Earlier distribution of bus passes 

 Start checking bus passes at bus stops and at schools when loading
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Secondary students transferring buses at a member board school

 Concerns related to transfers at another school:

◦ The safety of secondary students having to physically get off one bus and 
get on to another bus at a member board school.

◦ Who would be responsible if anything happened to a student if they had to 
wait at the transfer school for the transfer bus

◦ Delayed buses so students may miss the transfer bus

◦ Inclement weather causing students to have to wait outside for the transfer 
bus if it was delayed.

◦ Buses were arriving later at St. Thomas Aquinas CSS than in the past. 
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Planned Strategies in Effect at Start-up

 All buses serviced by the same bus operator so the drivers could remain in radio 
contact at all times if one of the buses was delayed. 

 Time built in to pick up bus timeline to allow transfer students to remain on the 
pick up bus until transfer bus arrival.

Additional Strategies to Address Transfer Concerns

 Adjust bus arrival times at Oakville Trafalgar HS to reduce possible student wait 
times for transfer bus.

 Adjust the schedule of the shared buses so they would arrive earlier to Oakville 
Trafalgar HS which in turn would result in an earlier arrival at St. Thomas Aquinas 
CSS.
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Actions taken to address parental concerns

 The transfer buses were removed from the route design for St. Thomas 
Aquinas

 Some run sharing continued between St. Thomas Aquinas and Oakville Trafalgar

 Additional buses were required to offset lost time savings gained from transfers

 Pick up times were adjusted for an earlier arrival at St. Thomas Aquinas

51
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Action taken:
 Transfers were removed - all St. Thomas Aquinas CSS buses start and end at the school

 Runs on routes were reorganized to not disrupt HCDSB and HDSB elementary schools 
and minimize disruption to Oakville Trafalgar HS students

Results:
 The total number of big buses at St. Thomas Aquinas CSS increased from 10 to 12

 Two extra routes, single run routes, reduction of slack (time buffer) time or too much 
slack time

 Clearview area:

◦ Adjusted: 8 big buses – 3 shared 

◦ Start-up:  6 big buses – 5 shared
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Regular Board Meeting                         Action Report 

Proposed 2020 Facility Renewal Projects Item 8.1 

Tuesday, November 5, 2019 

 

Alignment to Strategic Plan 
This report is linked to our strategic priority of Achieving: Meeting the needs of all learners. 

 

Purpose             
To update Trustees on the proposed 2020 facility renewal projects and seek approval to proceed with 
the 2020 projects. 

 

Background Information          

Staff presented the Long-Term Facility Renewal Strategy (LTFRS) as Information Report Item 10.7 at 
the May 7, 2019, Regular Meeting of the Board. The goal of the LTFRS was to present a comprehensive 
school renewal plan to improve school facility conditions throughout the board to provide learning 
environments that support the educational needs of students and staff. The LTFRS focused on a 5-year 
planning window (2020-2024) and identified school facilities where investment is required to renew 
facility conditions. The LTFRS speculated on future capital funding allocations and construction costs, 
and was intended to be used as a guideline based on the best data available at the time of report. 

 

Comments 
For 2020, it is proposed that renewal needs be addressed in the following four categories: 

• Energy Efficient Lighting Systems – The current fluorescent lighting systems in certain 
schools are nearing the end of their useful life cycle and will be upgraded to a more energy 
efficient LED lighting system. LED lighting upgrades can involve lamp and electrical system 
replacements, or when combined with a full lighting controls package, including daylight 
sensors and central monitoring, can further optimize the efficiency of a school’s lighting 
system. The energy savings from LED lighting systems will directly result in operational cost 
savings for electricity expenditures.  

• Mechanical Systems - Heating, ventilating and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems are a vital 
component of the school learning environment. A number of HVAC systems throughout the 
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Board are nearing the end of their useful life cycle, and consequently, a number of new 
mechanical components require replacement to maintain a proper indoor environment for 
students and staff. Wherever possible, the new HVAC systems will be upgraded with more 
energy efficient equipment to help reduce operating expenses.  

• School Refresh - The Board has many schools that were constructed pre-2000 that now 
appear dated with many wear and tear items that need to be addressed as they near the end 
of their useful lifecycles. School Refresh projects seek to update building components to bring 
the school up to the Board’s latest building standards. Exterior doors, lockers, washroom 
partitions, wall tiles, flooring, stair treads, painting, asphalt, concrete and cladding repairs are 
some of the items captured by school refresh projects. The scope of the school refresh work 
at each school will be determined based on the individual needs of the school/site.  

• Roof Replacement – A weather-tight roofing system is an integral component of a school 
building to ensure a safe indoor environment that supports learning. Water infiltration through 
a roof can lead to extensive structural damage to a school building and potentially result in 
environmental issues. A full assessment of the Board’s facilities roofing systems has been 
completed, and the consultant’s recommendations are considered in identifying roof 
replacement projects. 

Board staff has identified several facility renewal projects for completion in 2020. Appendix ‘A’ 
summarizes the renewal projects proposed to be completed in 2020 and indicates the corresponding 
school location where the work will be completed. A description of the respective facility renewal 
projects at each identified school can also be found in Appendix ‘A’. 

It is important to balance renewal works with new construction works, since these two programs utilize 
the same staff and trades. Due to the large amount new constructions works projected for the 2019-
20 school year, the amount of renewal works proposed is less than in past years. Furthermore, the 
amount of capital funding for renewal works in future years is unknown, so a conservative approach to 
allocating renewal dollars is proposed. 

Note that other facility renewal needs may arise during the remainder of the school year that require 
attention in the 2019-20 school year. Significant facility renewal projects to be added for summer 
2020 will be presented to the Board for approval at a future meeting of the Board, if necessary. 

Staff are at various stages of completing the scope of work for the proposed 2020 facility renewal 
projects and preparing the projects for competitive tender.  

FUNDING: 

All costs for the proposed 2020 facility renewal projects would be funded through the Board’s available 
capital funding allocations and capital reserves. For the Thomas Merton Centre (Oakville) project, 
funding would also be obtained from various partners, including the federal government, to recoup the 
investment over a 5-year period. The Board currently has sufficient funds available to complete the 
proposed projects, with approximately $16.6 million in available capital funding sources and the capital 
reserve to fund future school renewal projects.  
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Conclusion 
Staff has identified a number of facility renewal projects that need to be completed in 2020. The 
estimated preliminary budget for the proposed 2020 facility renewal projects is $6,060,000. Staff is 
in the process of preparing these projects for competitive construction tenders. It is proposed that 
construction work will occur during summer 2020, so that schools are ready for students and staff in 
September 2020. 

Recommendation 
The following resolutions are respectfully submitted for Trustee consideration and approval to proceed 
with the proposed 2020 facility renewal projects. 

 

Resolution#:  Moved by:  

 Seconded by:  

Resolved, that the Halton Catholic District School Board authorize staff to proceed with the 
proposed 2020 facility renewal projects. 

 

Resolution#:  Moved by:  

 Seconded by:  

Resolved, that the Halton Catholic District School Board authorize staff to expense funds from 
available capital funding and the capital reserve for the proposed 2020 facility renewal projects, and 
that the expenditures will not exceed $6,060,000. 

 

Report Prepared by:  C. Abrahams 
    Senior Manager, Capital Projects 
 
    S. Allum 
    Manager, Energy and Environmental  

J. Duffield 
    Manager, School Capital and Renewal  

 
Report Submitted by:  R. Merrick 
    Superintendent, Facility Management Services 

 
Report Approved by:  P. Daly 
    Director of Education and Secretary of the Board 
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APPENDIX “A” 

School Lighting 
Upgrade 

Mechanical 
Systems 

School 
Refresh 

Roof 
Replacement 

 Estimated Preliminary 
Budget  

Corpus Christi       X  $ 1,300,000  
Holy Trinity X        $ 500,000  
St. Christopher       X  $ 700,000  
Thomas Merton (Oakville) X X X    $ 2,550,000 
Sub Total                    $ 5,050,000  
Contingencies (10%)                       $ 505,000  
Professional Fees (10%)                       $ 505,000  
Total                    $ 6,060,000  
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Corpus Christi Catholic Secondary School: 

• The majority of the roof was installed in 2008. During spring of 2019, a roofing survey was 
completed on all of the schools. Information provided in the survey along with maintenance 
records show that there have been many leaks over the past few years and that replacement 
of the Corpus Christi CSS roof is a priority. Without replacement of the roof, maintenance costs 
will increase for both the roofing system and the resulting damage to the interior building 
spaces due to roof leakage. This project proposes the replacement of the entire roofing system 
of the school. 

 

Holy Trinity Catholic Secondary School: 

• The current lighting system at the school is not energy efficient and is nearing the end of its 
useful life span, which is resulting in higher maintenance repair costs. The lighting system will 
be replaced with an LED lighting system that is more energy efficient and will reduce both 
maintenance costs and electricity consumption. 

 

St. Christopher Catholic Elementary School: 

• The majority of the roof was installed in 2008. During spring of 2019, a roofing survey was 
completed on all of the schools. The survey along with maintenance records show that there 
have been many leaks over the past few years, along with severe blistering. Based on this 
information, the replacement of the St. Christopher CES roof is a priority. Without replacement 
of these roofing sections, maintenance costs will increase for both the roofing system and the 
resulting damage to the interior building spaces due to roof leakage. This project proposes the 
replacement of the entire roofing system of the school. 

 

Thomas Merton Centre (Oakville): 

• As part of the Oakville South Central pupil accommodation review, the Board approved the 
relocation of the Thomas Merton Centre (Oakville) from is current location in leased space to 
permanent space wholly owned by the Board. 

• With the construction of the new St. Nicholas CES facility, located at 477 Warminster Drive, in 
Oakville, the current St. Nicholas CES building, at 255 Morden Road, in Oakville, will be available 
for use as the Thomas Merton Centre (Oakville). The Morden Road facility would then house the 
Thomas Merton Centre day school, LINC/ESL programs, welcome centre and alternative 
education operations for the Board. 

• The Morden Road facility would undergo a renewal and renovation to allow the building to 
accommodate Thomas Merton Centre programs, as well as improvements to critical building 
components, such as mechanical and electrical systems.  
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Regular Board Meeting                            Staff Report 

Milton Secondary School Boundary Review Item 9.2 

November 5, 2019 

Alignment to Strategic Plan 
This report is linked to our strategic priority of Achieving: Meeting the needs of all learners. 

Purpose             
To initiate a school boundary review process to establish school boundaries for the future Milton #3 
“Mazmik” Catholic Secondary School. This process will seek to also establish interim and ultimate 
student accommodation plans for the secondary panel leading up to the opening of the new school. 

Background Information          
1. Action Report Item 8.8 “2019 Capital Priorities List Submission” from the June 18, 2019, Regular 

Meeting of the Board 

2. Information Report Item 10.9 “Long-Term Capital Plan Update – Final Report” from the June 18, 2019, 
Regular Meeting of the Board 

3. Information Report Item 10.4 “2018-19 Annual Facility Accommodation Report” from the April 2, 2019, 
Regular Meeting of the Board. 

4. Information Report 10.9 “Planning Services Work Plan for 2018-2019” from the October 2, 2018, 
Regular Board Meeting. 

Comments 

On September 30, 2019, the Board submitted its 2019-20 Capital Priorities Submission to the Ministry 
of Education. The Milton #3 Catholic Secondary School project was submitted as Priority #1 of the six 
(6) projects submitted. It is anticipated the funding announcements will be made in early 2020, at which 
point the Board will receive confirmation if it was successful. 

The 2019 Long-Term Capital Plan Update indicates that the Milton #3 CSS project is required by the 
2021-22 school year. At this time, Jean Vanier CSS, which is currently holding Milton #3 CSS students, 
will surpass its maximum portable classroom capacity of 60 units by the 2021-22 school year. The 
expected portable classroom requirement at Jean Vanier CSS for the 2021-22 school year is 66 
portable classrooms. See Figure 1. 

Given the increasing enrolment pressures, new secondary accommodations are urgently required to 
house the Town of Milton Secondary School population.  
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Figure 1: Jean Vanier Catholic Secondary School Projections 

 

It is important to note that a secondary school takes a minimum of three (3) years to construct, from 
start to finish. The first year is dedicated to obtaining the required planning and building approvals, and 
the latter two (2) years for construction. Board staff is already undertaking works related to the required 
planning approvals to prepare the site for construction.  

Anticipating an announcement from the Ministry in early 2020, and the required time to receive 
Approval to Proceed (ATP), and tendering the project, it is no longer feasible to achieve a September 
2021-22 opening date. Opening the Milton #3 CSS by the 2022-23 school year is now considered the 
most likely opening date. 

Considering that Jean Vanier CSS will have surpassed its total on-site capacity by 2021-22, Milton #3 
CSS students may need to be temporarily relocated to alternate school accommodations with available 
space within the Board’s jurisdiction. 

As a response to the above concerns, Facility Management Services and Planning Services is 
recommending that the Board initiate a Secondary School Boundary Review for the Town of Milton 
secondary panel. The scope of the school boundary review would be as follows: 

 Define the school attendance boundary for the future Milton #3 CSS, as well as its elementary family 
of schools; 

 Identify an interim holding school to temporarily accommodate Milton #3 CSS students, in wait for 
the school opening;  

 Work with senior staff to develop an interim and ultimate accommodation plan for Milton Secondary 
Students; and, 

 Define future holding areas for the next Milton Catholic Secondary School, as defined in the Board’s 
2019 Long-Term Capital Plan. 
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The proposed school boundary review process is governed by Operating Policy I-29: School Boundary 
Review Process Administrative Procedure, and follows the protocols of the Standard School Boundary 
Review Process, based on Section 4.3 of Administrative Procedure VI-88: School Boundary Review 
Process Administrative Procedure. The standard process applies given the complexity of the review. 

Advisory School Boundary Review Committee Composition 

When a process is initiated, an Advisory School Boundary Review Committee (SBRC) is created. The 
role of the committee is advisory and is responsible for reviewing potential boundary and 
accommodation options with an objective lens meant to benefit the Catholic school community as a 
whole. 

Given the scale of this boundary review, parent representation on the SBRC should include Catholic 
School Council representatives from all elementary and secondary schools in Milton. For the 
elementary panel, it would be ideal to have representation from parents of intermediate/senior 
students, as they will be most affected by the changes. The Director of Education may also designate 
the affected Family of School Superintendent and other Board Senior Staff to participate in the SBRC.  

In the development/exploration of interim accommodation options that involve other school 
communities outside the Town of Milton, a representative of the affected school community may also 
be invited to sit on the SBRC in a temporary or permanent capacity. 

School Boundary Review Milestones: 

The following table provides the tentative School Boundary Review milestones: 

Table 1: Tentative School Boundary Review Milestones 

TENTATIVE DATE FORUM ACTIONS 

September 30, 2019 Ministry Submission Milton #3 CSS Capital Priorities Submission 
November 5, 2019 Board Meeting Staff Report – SBRC Initiation Report 
November 19, 2019 Board Meeting Action Report – SBRC Initiation Report 
Mid-November 2019 Information Meeting Milton Parent Council Information Night 
Late-November Information Meeting Public Information Night 
December 2019 Notification Communication for SBRC Parent Member Selection  
January 2020 SBRC Meeting SBRC Information Start-Up & Working Meeting #1 
February 2020 SBRC Meeting SBRC Working Meeting #2 
March 2020 Information Meeting Public Meeting #1 
March 2020 SBRC Meeting SBRC Working Meeting #3 
April 2020 SBRC Meeting SBRC Working Meeting #4 
May 2020 Information Meeting Public Meeting #2 
May/June 2020 SBRC Meeting SBRC Final Working Meeting 
June/Sept Board Meeting Interim Staff Report – SBRC Recommendations 
June/Sept Board Meeting Public Delegations 
June/Sept Board Meeting Final Action Report – SBRC Recommendations 
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TENTATIVE DATE FORUM ACTIONS 
June/Sept Notification Communication to the Milton communities. 

The above schedule is tentative, and may be subject to change as the SBRC moves through the 
process. It should also be noted that if additional or fewer working meetings and/or public meetings 
are required, further modifications may be made to the above schedule. 

The goal is to complete the boundary review process prior to the 2021-22 registration period, so as 
to give advance notice to the parent and school communities.  

Conclusion 

Staff recommends that a standard School Boundary Review Process be initiated to establish interim 
accommodation options to hold future Milton #3 CSS students, as well as to define the ultimate school 
boundaries once opened. September 1, 2021, has been identified as the earliest implementation date 
for any boundary changes, if approved.  

Staff will return to the Board of Trustees on November 19, 2019, to seek approvals to initiate the 
process. The draft recommendation is presented below for future consideration: 

Draft Recommendation 

 
RESOLUTION:      Moved By: 
       Seconded By:  

RESOLVED, that the Halton Catholic District School Board direct staff to initiate a school boundary 
review process to identify interim and ultimate accommodation plans for the Milton #3 Catholic 
Secondary School. 

 

Report Prepared by:  F. Thibeault 
    Senior Manager, Planning Services 
 
Report Submitted by:  R. Merrick 
    Superintendent, Facility Management Services 
 
Report Approved by:  P. Daly 

Director of Education and Secretary of the Board 
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OSTA-AECO Catholic Board Council

Page 01

ABOUT 

OSTA-AECO is the largest official student stakeholder group
in Ontario, representing and advocating for approximately 2
million students. For   over   almost 20 years,   OSTA-AECO   
has  acted as a  strong,   effective,   and   positive   voice   for
students across the province.   The   association   is comprised
of the public and Catholic board councils who strive to
empower students as well as student trustees and works to
improve education across the province. In addition to
advocacy work, OSTA-AECO provides rich professional
development for Ontario’s student trustees.

The Catholic Board Council is
comprised of Catholic student
trustees who advocate for publicly
funded Catholic education and
provide a voice for approximately
600,000 Catholic students in
Ontario. This academic year, the
Catholic board council strives to
focus on increasing eco-awareness
and sustainability across school
boards within the province.
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FOREWORD

The Earth and its biodiversity have been drastically
impacted by human pollution as a result of consumerist
lifestyles and current pollution practises of large
corporations. Looking forward, society must make drastic
changes to ensure that our choices do not negatively impact
the earth. It is our calling to reverse the effects of climate
change and to protect God's creation.

OSTA-AECO’s Catholic Board
Council strives to create a
sustainable environment within
school boards across Ontario. In
a world where the human
ecological footprint continues to
grow and climate change is
causing irreversible changes to
the environment, it is our duty to
recognize how we can be active
stewards of creation within our
Catholic education system.
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RATIONALE

 
“If someone has not learned to stop and admire something
beautiful, we should not be surprised if he or she treats
everything as an object to be used and abused without
scruple”.[1]

We can use Pope Francis’ words to bring emphasis on the
importance of our actions and society's current lack of
concern for the future. Ignorance can lead to misuse,
therefore we must educate ourselves before using and
interacting with all the gifts nature has to offer. Education
on environmental responsibilities is the key to ensuring
future generations will have a healthy and sustainable earth
to live on.

Our faith guides us as Catholic leaders to
protect and conserve all of creation. This
is seen through scripture and other
globally recognized documents. Laudato
Si’, the second encyclical of Pope
Francis I states,
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RATIONAL

We must be conscious of the resources we are using and the
way in which we are using them. A majority of the earth’s
resources are non-renewable, meaning they cannot be
replenished. For instance, fossil fuels, coal, and natural gas
are non-renewable sources that release massive amounts of
pollutants into the atmosphere. These pollutants then
circulate through our ecosystems and are a leading cause in
climate change. This passage from Proverbs stresses the
significance of using only what is necessary and preserving
the limited resources.

Proverbs 21:20, “Precious treasure remains in the house of
the wise, but the fool consumes it.”[3]

Not only does our faith call us to continue sustainability
efforts, but there is also a worldwide concern for the condition
of our common home. There have been countless studies
that show the effect humans have had on Earth’s resources.
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The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change of
the United Nations published a report highlighting
that currently, humans have increased global
temperatures by about 1.0 degrees compared to
pre-industrial global temperatures.[4] If no change is
made to the polluting lifestyle and global
temperatures continue to increase there will be
irreversible change to the planet. This includes
extinctions, droughts, floods, and extreme and
inhabitable temperatures. We must be the change
makers to protect our earth.

The Government of Canada stated in the Canada’s
Climate Change Report 2019 that on average,
Canada experiences double the magnitude of global
warming and is currently warming at double the
global rate. The effects of climate change will only
intensify in Canada, leading to less extreme cold,
more extreme heat, longer growing seasons and
thinning glaciers. In addition, areas in the Arctic and
Atlantic oceans are to experience longer and broader
intervals of sea-ice-free conditions. Sea ice and
glaciers are crucial to our ecosystems and provide a
habitat for many arctic species. As they melt, this will
cause rising water levels and flooding in the coastal
regions of Canada, leading to loss of ecosystems and
damage to coastal infrastructure.[5] Reducing carbon
emissions will not be easy and will take a lot of
cooperation, however with the current condition of the
climate, it is necessary to take action.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

As OSTA-AECO’s Catholic Board Council, the intention of
the following recommendations are to establish and maintain
eco-friendly and sustainable Catholic school boards. The
purpose of these recommendations are to ensure that every
Catholic board in Ontario is actively becoming more aware of
their ecological impact in their community and the world.

Education is the foundation for future generations, we must
equip individuals with the knowledge necessary to be active
contributors to society. If, as a global Catholic community, we
intend on preserving God’s creations and reducing our
carbon footprints, we must educate our society on the
importance of ecological awareness and the repercussions of
our daily actions. The Catholic Board Council believes that
the following recommendations will ensure that we maintain
the sanctity of our planet.

Recommendation 1:
The Catholic Board Council of OSTA-AECO
recommends that school boards increase
environmental stewardship awareness by
incorporating relevant climate change content,
and prevention strategies into board system
priorities and strategic plans.
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There is currently a plastic pollution crisis, where only 9% of
plastics ever created have been recycled. The remaining
plastics circulate through ecosystems because it can take up
to 1000 years for plastic to decompose. Plastic water bottles
are a major contributor to this global issue, with nearly a
million plastic water bottles being sold every minute around
the world[6].

Recommendation 2:
The Catholic Board Council of OSTA-AECO
recommends that School Boards provide
accessible water filling stations for reusable
bottles, and implement policies to eliminate the
presence of plastic water bottles in all board
facilities and schools.
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Jeremiah 2:7, "When I brought you into the garden land to
eat its goodly fruits, You entered and defiled my land, you
made my heritage loathsome.”[7]
 
One of the main causes of deforestation is the careless use
of paper. In 2016, 67% of total solid waste production in
Canada was paper and organic material, roughly 6.2 million
tons. Not only does the production of paper result in
deforestation, but in water and energy consumption as well.
To produce 1kg of paper approximately 2L of water are
required to be evaporated.[8] In today’s society, we can look
to technology as a resource to decrease the use of
unnecessary paper.

Recommendation 3:
The Catholic Board Council of
OSTA-AECO recommends that
boards have paperless board
meetings and provide board
members with digital copies of
agendas and documents. 

Recommendation 4:
The Catholic Board Council of OSTA-AECO
recommends that boards implement policies
limiting the overconsumption of paper in
classrooms, and improve the availability of
technology so that documents or files may be
viewed using technology rather than paper.
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In 2016, Canadians disposed and diverted a total of 34.2
million tons of solid waste and approximately 20% of all
food produced annually in Canada becomes food waste
resulting in landfills.[9][10] With efforts in recycling and
composting, the quantity of waste produced by Canadians
could be significantly reduced. Our schools use large
amounts of paper and consume a great deal of organic
material.

Recommendation 5:
The Catholic Board Council of OSTA-AECO
recommends school boards ensure recycling
and composting is readily accessible and
executed throughout schools to manage as well
as reduce waste.

“These problems are closely linked to a throwaway culture
which affects the excluded just as it quickly reduces things
to rubbish. To cite one example, most of the paper we
produce is thrown away and not recycled.” (Laudato Si’)[2]]
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It is crucial that all members of the community are
involved in the process of being stewards of sustainability.
Climate change cannot be solved by a single individual.
We must all work together to create a future where God’s
many creations are protected and preserved.

Recommendation 6:
The Catholic Board Council of OSTA-AECO
recommends that boards ensure equity by
consulting with diverse cultures, backgrounds,
and community groups on how to best fulfill our
calling to be stewards of sustainability.
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In unity, as a Catholic community, we have the opportunity
to use our faith as a guide to understand the importance of
being stewards of sustainability. The recommendations
made by the Catholic Board Council of OSTA-AECO are
intended to initiate important conversations on climate
change within board tables across Ontario to create positive
change for students.

1 Corinthians 4:1-2, “Thus should one regard us: as
servants of Christ and stewards of the mysteries of God.
Now it is of course required of stewards that they be found
trustworthy.”[11]

We are blessed to live in an abundant world where God has
given us endless gifts. He confides in us to use these gifts
wisely and not exploit their many purposes. We must now
answer this calling. For numerous years, we have abused
the gifts that nature has to offer. However, we must look
forward and strive to do our best to preserve our
ecosystems. 
 
Students are the future, and it is our duty to recognize and
resolve the issue of climate change. It is our hope that in the
future every school board, school, student and community
member will join the movement to becoming consciously
aware of their actions and how they affect the environment.

CONCLUSION
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Regular Board Meeting                          Information Report 

2019 Facility Renewal Cost Reconciliation Item 10.3 

Tuesday, November 5, 2019 

 

Alignment to Strategic Plan 
This report is linked to our strategic priority of Achieving: Meeting the needs of all learners. 

 

Purpose             
To update Trustees on the 2019 Facility Renewal Projects. 

 

Background Information          
The following approved Action Reports outline the projects undertaken during the 2019 school summer 
break period. 

1. Action Report 8.5 “Assumption Catholic Secondary School Renewal Project Budget” from the 
May 15, 2018, Regular Board Meeting 

2. Action Report 8.6 “Proposed 2019 Facility Renewal Projects” from the January 15, 2019, 
Regular Board Meeting 

3. Action Report 8.1 “Bishop P.F. Reding Catholic Secondary School Artificial Turf Replacement” 
from the April 2, 2019, Regular Board Meeting 

 

Comments 
Upon approval of the Action Reports, staff proceeded to prepare competitive tender packages and the 
subsequent award of the projects to general and sub-contractors to complete the work during the 
summer break. The tables below summarize the completed and ongoing facility renewal projects costs 
for each facility renewal project by school. 
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Completed Facility Renewal Projects 

School 
Budgeted 

Price Contingency 
Budgeted 

Total 
Actual 

Expenses 
Available 
Balance 

Assumption CSS 
(Artificial Turf) 

$750,000  $75,000  $825,000  $630,000  $195,000  

Bishop Reding CSS 
(Artificial Turf) 

$750,000  $75,000  $825,000  $710,000  $115,000  

Canadian Martyrs 
CES 

$1,255,000  $125,500  $1,380,500  $1,375,000  $5,500  

Notre Dame CSS 
(Renovation & 
Artificial Turf) 

$1,840,000  $184,000  $2,024,000  $2,050,000  -$26,000 

St. Gabriel CES $1,575,000  $157,500  $1,732,500  $1,665,000  $67,500  

St. Mark CES $2,760,000  $276,000  $3,036,000  $2,655,000  $381,000  
  

    
Subtotal  $8,930,000   $893,000   $9,823,000   $9,085,000   $738,000  
Professional Fees     $873,000   $747,919   $125,081  
Total    $10,696,000   $9,832,919   $863,081  

 

Ongoing Facility Renewal Projects 

School 
Budgeted 

Price Contingency 
Budgeted 

Total 
Actual 

Expenses 
Available 
Balance 

Assumption CSS 
(Renovation & 
Addition) 

$14,000,000  $0  $14,000,000  $7,425,000  $6,575,000  

Bishop Reding CSS 
(Renovation) 

$2,870,000  $287,000  $3,157,000  $250,000  $2,907,000  

St. Michael CES 
(Renovation) 

$600,000  $60,000  $660,000  $0  $660,000  

  
    

Subtotal  $17,470,000   $347,000  $17,817,000  $7,675,000  $10,142,000  
Professional Fees     $1,501,750  $1,055,500   $446,250  
Total    $19,318,750   $8,730,500  $10,588,250  

 

 

Conclusion 
Staff completed several facility renewal projects during the 2019 summer break. The cost of the 
completed 2019 facility renewal projects was approximately $9.8 million. The Board also has three 
ongoing renewal projects which accumulated a cost of approximately $8.7 million. Funding to complete 
the projects was allocated from available capital funding and the capital reserve. The projects will help 
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to maintain the Board’s facility condition index (FCI) as one of the best in the province and ensure a 
safe and comfortable learning environment for students and staff. 

 

Report Prepared by:  J. Duffield 
    Manager, School Capital and Renewal  

 
Report Submitted by:  R. Merrick 
    Superintendent, Facility Management Services 

 
Report Approved by:  P. Daly 
    Director of Education and Secretary of the Board 
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Service Navigation and the OAP

Autism Ontario’s new roles, 

and the new Ontario Autism Program

133



Autism Ontario is the province’s leading source of 

information and referral on autism and one of the 

largest collective voices representing the autism 

community. 

We are made up of knowledgeable parents, 

professionals, and autistic self-advocates who can 

speak to the key issues that impact those with 

autism, and their families. 

Who is Autism Ontario?
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Our Mission

To ensure that each individual with ASD is 

provided the means to achieve quality of life as a 

respected member of society.
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Autism Ontario supports autistic children, 

youth, adults, and their families by 

advocating on their behalf, providing 

valuable programs and services, and 

creating acceptance and opportunities 

across Ontario. 
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THE NEW ONTARIO 

AUTISM PROGRAM (OAP)
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Childhood Budgets

• Provide families of autistic children and youth 

with direct funding to spend on eligible services 

of their choice 

o Behavioural services, 

such as assessments 

and consultations

o Speech language 

pathology

o Occupational therapy

o Physiotherapy

o Family/caregiver 

capacity building and 

training

o Respite services

o Technology aids

o Travel
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Childhood Budgets

• Available for all children with a diagnosis of 

autism up to age 18

• Children under the age of six are eligible for up 

to $20,000 annually

• Children and youth aged six and older are 

eligible for up to $5,000 annually

• Families on the waitlist on April 1, 2019 can 

expect to receive their first Childhood Budget 

within the next 18 months
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How Does It Work?

• Children must be registered in the OAP to be 

eligible for a Childhood Budget.

• Children already registered for the OAP and on 

the waitlist will be contacted when their 

Childhood Budget is available.
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• Eligible families on the waitlist will receive a 

letter from the Ministry when it is time for them to 

apply for a Childhood Budget. 

– Letter will contain a unique reference number that will 

allow families to apply for the Budget online or over 

the phone

• After receiving their childhood budget, families 

can spend it on eligible services.
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Unsure if you’re on the list and registered for 

OAP after April 1, 2019?

Call the Central Intake and Registration Team 

(CIRT).

1-888-444-4530

If you registered with OAP before April 1, 

2019, please call the Single Point of Access 

Service Provider in your Region
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Why Autism Ontario?

• A 46-year history of representing 

thousands of families and people with 

ASD across Ontario 

• Local Support

– Autism Ontario represents thousands of 

families across the province through our 

Chapters.

– Chapters are under the leadership of 

committed and skilled volunteers who provide 

expertise and guidance to the organization 

and their communities. 143



Why Autism Ontario?

• Online Resources and Support

– Learning Portal: home to all our great online 

resources

– Provincial webinars that explore the latest 

research in easy-to-understand terms

– Educational videos to share in classrooms 

and with employers 

– Education and advocacy toolkits to help 

inform about rights and responsibilities

– Tip sheets that explore a wide variety of ASD 

topics 144



Why Autism Ontario?

• Social Learning Opportunities

– Community events designed to offer opportunities for 

children and youth with ASD to connect with one 

another through a variety of family-friendly activities

• Training and Outreach

– ASD related training to first responders, transit 

professionals and attractions aiming to make space 

more ASD friendly 

• Autism Awareness and Acceptance Campaigns

– Raise the Flag Campaign puts us in municipal offices 

and classrooms all over Ontario
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THE AUTISM ONTARIO 

SERVICE NAVIGATION PROGRAM
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What We Do

Provide support to families interested in accessing 

the OAP, currently registered in the program and 

waiting for a Childhood Budget, or families 

currently receiving services
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What We Do

Support is offered through workshops, training 

sessions, and individual direct support to:

• Help families understand the 

new Ontario Autism Program 

and the services available to 

purchase with their 

Childhood Budgets

• Find qualified providers

• Support families in 

navigating autism services, 

including helping them find 

local services and supports 

in their communities

• Work in collaboration with 

families to set meaningful 

goals

• Provide access to parent 

resources and webinars

• Provide opportunities for 

families to connect with each 

other at events, including 

through peer-to-peer 

mentoring and social 

learning opportunities for 

children and youth with ASD
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What We Don’t Do

The Service Navigation Program does not:

• Provide families with service planning, case 

management, clinical support, behavioural 

services, or one-on-one parent coaching

• Partake in registration, intake, waitlist 

management, funding distribution, or 

reconciliation for the OAP
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How it Works
Getting involved is easy!

Family visits autismontario.com and fills out an Intake form for 

Service Navigation

An Autism Ontario Service Navigator in their region is assigned to 

them and will reach out to schedule a phone call or face-to-face 

meeting

Autism Ontario’s Service Navigator will help provide orientation to 

the new Ontario Autism Program including introducing them to the 

Childhood Budget process and helping them to make informed 

choices

Autism Ontario’s Service Navigator will help families determine 

and prioritize their child’s needs and goals 

Autism Ontario’s Service Navigator will connect families to local 

services and supports in their area
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QUESTIONS?
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THANK YOU!
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https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.edu.gov.on.ca%2Fextra%2Feng%2Fppm%2Fppm163.pdf&data=02%7C01%7CNeumanJ%40hcdsb.org%7C0f00f53655e04932c99a08d7353b2f29%7C2537ab7d25bd498aa6427c135779e6d2%7C1%7C0%7C637036400624037035&sdata=TPYMfkflmh%2B9uNpRIN86ptJ3sjKUwDxtF63%2B5FVd7Ak%3D&reserved=0
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Satisfaction with AP and IB programming at the HCDSB: Students and parents 
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1) Interest in Accelerated programming at the HCDSB: Parents only 

2) Interest in attending “regional type classes”: Students and parents  
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3) Cluster-Grouping Classrooms: Overview of literature  
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https://www.search-institute.org/new-research-report/
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AREA Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Total 

Oakville 22 21 15 9 67 

Burlington 3 5 7 8 23 

Halton Hills 
 

3 2 1 6 

Milton 5 13 5 9 32 

Grand Total 30 42 29 27 128 
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Special Education Advisory Committee (SEAC) 

Association Report 

Association: Learning Disabilities Association of Halton-Hamilton 

Representative: Tammy Beattie 

Meeting Date: September 30, 2019 

Upcoming Events or 
Conferences Corporate Breakfast 

Tuesday October 1, 2019 at 7:00am - 9:30am  
Lincoln Alexander Centre – Hamilton, Ontario 

Keynote Speaker: Rick Green 
This is to celebrate the expansion of our Learning Disabilities chapter to 
cover Halton and Hamilton, a general population of 1.5 million, of whom 
approximately 125,000 will have learning disabilities. 
Tickets are $30, $25 for non-profit 
 
Lecture Series: 

Decoding the Psychoeducational Assessment 
Thursday, November 28. 6:30 pm 
Presented by: Tara Carman, ADHD Coach, Owner and Director of the 
Artemis Assessment and Treatment Centre 
 
Parent Advocacy Workshops: An Introduction to Advocacy and I.E.Ps 
2019-2020 Workshop Dates:  

• October 24, 2019 

• November 25, 2019 

• January 22, 2020 

• May 4, 2020 
All workshops run from 7:00 – 9:00 pm 
 
Workshops and Lecture Series $30, $25 for members 
 

Website links/Brochure 
/Flyer attachments: 

https://ldahalton.ca/breakfast/ 
https://ldahalton.ca/solutions-learning-lecture-series/ 
 

New Initiatives:  

Other Information:  
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